Hello everyone,

As most of you know, I was recently interviewed twice by Brian Wilson ("The Radio Preacher Man") on The Liberty Broadcasting Network about two extremely controversial topics:

Is America Mentioned in Bible Prophecy?

AND

Should Saved-By-Grace Christians Observe the Sabbath, or Sunday?

Jeff Kyle recorded them both, and they are now posted on our website. In the first interview, I shared key information about "the temple of God" from the Book of Revelation which I'm sure you will find quite enlightening. As for America, read Revelation 13:11 carefully. Could this "beast" with "two horns like a lamb" but who finally "spoke as a dragon" apply to The United States of America? *Listen and find out!*

To hear these amazing interviews, click the links below:

Should Saved-By-Grace Christians Observe the Sabbath, or Sunday?

Is America Mentioned in Bible Prophecy?
Let's stick with the WORD above all else,
Steve Wohlberg
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